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I submit this Third-party Opinion based on the Sustainability Report 2022 of the T&D Insurance Group.

President Uehara has delivered a strong message about the formulation of and initiatives for the T&D Insurance Group’s five pri-
mary themes under the banner of “Sow happiness, make change with boldness.” I feel that his words show enthusiasm toward 
the initiatives as a Group, and I also look forward to the additional initiatives for the Group Long-Term Vision “Try & Discover 2025” 
—In Pursuit of the Happiness of All Stakeholders—. In what follows, I will offer a few comments.

T&D Insurance Group Sustainability Statement

The T&D Insurance Group Sustainability Statement, formulated in May 2022, describes the Group’s pursuit of financial and non-
financial KPIs and lays out the management stance of the Group as a whole on sustainability issues. The establishment of non-financial 
KPIs is a major step toward “SDGs management and creation of value,” and I hope that the T&D Insurance Group will become a 
leading force in the industry in this regard. Having said that, I would like to propose a course of action for further improvement.

It is my understanding that the background to the formulation of this statement is the idea that the achievement of the T&D 
Insurance Group’s management vision requires not only expanding Group revenue, but also solving social issues through its busi-
ness activities. I understand further that the Group has established both financial and non-financial KPIs with the aim of creating 
shared value through both economic and social value. That said, I believe that a fuller explanation of the new non-financial KPIs would 
help stakeholders better understand the T&D Insurance Group’s sustainability initiatives. For example, the Company could offer a 
fuller explanation of the reasons for selecting non-financial KPIs such as “customer satisfaction,” “employee satisfaction,” and “CO2 
emissions,” and their relationship to the social issues that the T&D Insurance Group aims to solve through its business activities.

Initiatives on respect for human rights

Details of specific initiatives on respect for human rights were disclosed last year. In terms of understanding and improving the 
current situation through human rights due diligence, I believe that the T&D Insurance Group is ahead of the curve and playing 
a leading role in the Japanese insurance industry. That said, I would like to see the T&D Insurance Group aim higher, toward the 
global standard, by offering more detailed disclosure of human rights due diligence methods, identified human rights issues and 
examples of improvements, and preventive, mitigating, and corrective measures to address these issues.

The United Nations Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights call for putting in place remedies for potential risks that 
have not yet manifested themselves. As an example, it would be a good idea to consider setting up a multilingual complaint desk 
to ensure that serious human rights risks are not overlooked and that appropriate remedies are available if they arise.

Climate change measures

I commend the Company’s positive actions on climate change such as joining the international RE100 initiative and announcing 
specific commitments to achieve net zero emissions by 2050, reduce the Company’s own CO2 emissions by 40% by fiscal 2025 
(compared to fiscal 2013), and reduce investees’ CO2 emissions by 40% by fiscal 2030 (compared to fiscal 2020). In the future, 
I hope that the Company will consider and disclose a more concrete roadmap along with science-based steps toward achieving 
net zero emissions by 2050.

Also, the T&D Insurance Group has a strong network with SMEs, who are an important part of the supply chain of large com-
panies and are indispensable collaborators in achieving decarbonization. In the future I would like to see the T&D Insurance Group 
provide the kinds of information and business support that it is in a unique position to provide to these SMEs.

With respect to the investment business, I also take note of the T&D Insurance Group’s role as an institutional investor with 
an ESG investment balance exceeding ¥600 billion. While expectations for ESG investment are rising worldwide, concerns about 
“greenwashing” are also growing. I look forward to further communication about the characteristics and added value of ESG 
investments unique to the T&D Insurance Group.

Ai Aonuma Representative Director, Kamakura Sustainability Institute (KSI)

Ai Aonuma has been involved in supporting education in Bangladesh since 2004. After working for an SRI 
investment advisory company, in 2011 she began working in the area of social audits and labor environment 
improvement work in Bangladesh and Myanmar, mainly in garment factories. Later she joined the sustainabil-
ity department of a major apparel company, where she audited the working environment of client factories in 
Asia, provided support for improvements, and provided educational support for factory employees. Presently 
she is engaged in social responsibility audits in Japan and overseas in various industries such as apparel, elec-
tronics, food, and consumer goods, while also providing sustainability consulting to apparel brands. She also 
serves as a board member of Water Aid Japan.
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